We investigate the simulation methods for a large family of stable random fields that appear in recent literature, known as the Karlin stable setindexed processes, including fractional Lévy-Chenstov stable fields as special cases. Our methods exploit a new representation for Karlin stable set-indexed processes which facilitates efficient simulations, and we implement the standard procedure introduced by Asmussen and Rosiński [1] by first decomposing the random fields into large-jump and small-jump parts, and simulating each part separately. Computational issues arise when passing from time-indexed processes to manifold-indexed ones, and our methods are adjusted accordingly.
Introduction
This paper is a continuation of a series of recent investigations [7] [8] [9] 11] on stochastic processes and random fields based on an infinite urn model investigated by Karlin [16] in the 1960's. This line of recent research started by first showing that a simple variation of the original Karlin model can be viewed as a random walk with correlated˘1 steps that scales to the fractional Brownian motions with Hurst index in p0, 1{2q, and hence playing a similar role to fractional Brownian motion with H P p0, 1{2q as the simple random walk to Brownian motion [8] . The most general result of this limit-theorem approach then led to the Karlin stable setindexed processes [11] (Karlin random fields in the sequel for short, and by 'stable' we mean both Gaussian and non-Gaussian distributions). This family includes a few examples (or extensions of) of stable random fields in the literature. The most interesting ones are the fractional Lévy-Chentsov stable fields, which extend the classical Lévy-Chentsov stable fields [22, 29] . The fractional Lévy-Chentsov stable fields, denoted by tZ α,β pxqu xPM are stable random fields indexed by M " R d , S d or H d , and their law depends on the geometry of the manifold via, for some β P p0, 1q,
where the right-hand side means the law of symmetric α-stable distribution up to a multiplicative constant. (With β " 1 the above property holds for the classical Lévy-Chenstov ones.) Note that the above determines uniquely the law of a centered Gaussian random field (α " 2), but not so when α P p0, 2q. The property (1.1) is a consequence of the fact that fractional Lévy-Chentsov stable fields have stationary increments. Stochastic-integral representations are recalled later; with α " 2 these are integral representations for set-indexed fractional Brownian motions introduced by Herbin and Merzbach [13] . Another notable example is the multiparameter fractional Brownian motions [14] , a special family of set-indexed fractional Brownian motions, and its extension to stable fields [11] .
In this paper we investigate the corresponding simulation methods. Simulation methods for Gaussian random fields have been extensively studied in theory and broadly applied in various fields (see e.g. [2, 18] for overviews, and [12, 33] for some recent attempts for models with more general manifold index sets). As for stable processes and more generally infinitely-divisible processes, the foundation of simulation methods has been laid down in the seminal work of Asmussen and Rosiński [1] . They focused on Lévy processes in the original paper, but essentially the same idea applies to more general stable processes and infinitely-divisible processes, carried out in details by Lacaux and coauthors later [4, 19, 20] . These references served as our starting point. Namely, it has been well understood since then that in order to simulate an infinitely-divisible process, in practice one should first decompose the process into two independent components consisting of large and small jumps respectively, and then simulate each part separately. We shall follow the same idea here for the Karlin random fields (see Remark A.3 for subtile differences between our framework and aforementioned ones), and the two parts are referred to as the large-jump and small-jump parts, respectively. The main contribution of the paper is as follows. where tη α,n u nPN representing two-sided jumps and D " tD ,A u APA0 , P N are i.i.d. bounded stochastic processes, the two families being independent. The index set A 0 is a suitable choice of subsets from certain space E 0 , and for simulation in practice A 0 is finite and identified to a subset of R d or S d . More precisely, tD u PN are copies of D " tD A u APA0 :"
, referred to as the odd-occupancy vector (the notion introduced originally by Karlin [16] ), where, Q β is a Sibuya random variable (2.3), and tU i u iPN are i.i.d. random samplings from E with respect to certain law independent from Q β . For fractional Lévy-Chentsov stable fields, these odd-occupancy vectors are functionals of models from stochastic geometry [21, 30] , as illustrated in Figures 7 and 9 . So fractional Lévy-Chentsov stable fields can be thought of aggregations of models from stochastic geometry. The advantage of this new representation is that it provides a compound-Poisson representation for the large-jump part that yields immediately an exact and straightforward simulation method. This is in contrast to the developments in [4, 19, 20] , where for most interesting examples the simulations require approximation methods. (b) With the help of this new representation, at the core of simulations one needs to sample the odd-occupancy vector in an efficient way. One could by default simulate the random closed set Ť Q β i"1 tU i u first and then compute D, but this method is not practical as the Sibuya distribution with parameter β P p0, 1q does not have finite β-th moment. Instead, one could improve the algorithmic efficiency by sampling D directly without sampling the entire random closed set (nor Q β ), exploiting certain properties of the Sibuya distribution. This could be achieved for the R`-indexed Karlin stable processes and for multiparameter fractional stable random fields, but does not seem possible in general. Figure 1 . Simulations for R 2 -indexed fractional Lévy-Chentsov stable fields (left), multiparameter fractional stable fields (middle) and S 2 -indexed fractional Lévy-Chentsov stable fields (right), with α " 0.5 (top) α " 1.2 (middle) and α " 2 (bottom, Gaussian). The Gaussian cases correspond to fractional Lévy Brownian field, multiparameter fractional Brownian motion, and spherical fractional Brownian motion, respectively. All with parameters β " 0.8.
In Figure 1 we provide a few simulation examples of the processes of our interest. Note that when α ă 2 these are only approximated samplings.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a new series representation for the Karlin random fields, and explains the general strategy for simulations. Section 3 go through a few examples and explain how improvement can be made regarding efficiency of the simulations. Appendix A provides a review on the general framework of Asmussen and Rosiński [1] applied to stable processes.
Karlin stable set-indexed processes
2.1. A new representation. Throughout we fix α P p0, 2q, β P p0, 1q. We first recall the original Karlin stable set-indexed processes [7, 11] . Let pE, Eq be a measurable space with a σ-finite measure µ, and A be the family of subsets of E with finite µ-measure. For simulation purpose we shall in a moment restrict to some E 0 with µpE 0 q ă 8 and A 0 such that for all A P A 0 , A Ă E 0 . (To have a concrete example in mind for the first-time reading, it may be helpful to consider pE, E, µq " pr0, 1s, Bpr0, 1sq, Lebq, E 0 " r0, 1s and A 0 " tA t u tPr0,1s " tr0, tsu tPr0,1s . This corresponds to the case of Karlin stable processes with the index set restricted to r0, 1s.) We fix constants
The Karlin stable set-indexed processes can be represented as random series
where tpr η α,j , r j qu jPN are enumeration of points from a Poisson point process on Rzt0uˆR`with intensity measure pα{2qC α |x|´α´1dxc β r´β´1dr and, given tr η α,j , r j u jPN , tN prj q j u jPN are conditionally independent Poisson point processes on pE, Eq with intensity measure r j µ respectively. In the sequel, we shall simply say tpr η α,j , r j qu jPN is a Poisson point process, and write tpr η α,j , r j qu jPN " PPPˆ1 2 αC α |x|´α´1dxc β r´β´1dr˙on Rzt0uˆR`, and use similar notations for other Poisson point processes in general. The law of Karlin random field is throughout understood in their finite-dimensional distributions. In general whether a Karlin random field for α P r1, 2q has a càdlàg version remains an open question [7, Remark 3] . The representation (2.2) is not convenient for simulation purpose as r´β´1dr is not integrable on R`. On the other hand, we notice that not all points from tpr η α,j , r j qu jPN always have an impact in the random series. This motivates our next representation. From now on we are interested in tξ α,β pAqu APA0 with E 0 and A 0 as mentioned at the beginning of this section.
Restricted to E 0 , it is intuitively convenient to identify each N prj q j as a random closed set in E 0 , denoted by r R j : every such random closed set has a finite number (possibly zero) points, distributed as i.i.d. random elements following the law µ E0 p¨q :" µp¨X E 0 q{µpE 0 q. So we identify tpr η α,n , N prj q j qu jPN as a Poisson point process on Rzt0uˆFpE 0 q, where FpE 0 q is the space of closed sets of E 0 (including the empty set), denoted by !´r
Furthermore, regarding random closed sets we can restrict to the space of nonempty closed sets of E 0 , denoted by F 0 pE 0 q, as those j such that r R j " H do not have any contribution in the series representation (2.2). (See [23] for background on random closed sets.) Restricted to F 0 pE 0 q, we shall have another representation of r R j , of which the Sibuya distribution plays a crucial role. We let Q β be a random variable with the Sibuya distribution with parameter β P p0, 1q, determined by Ez Q β " 1´p1´zq β for all |z| ă 1. Equivalently, Q β takes values from N with
" Γp1´βq´1βk´1´β as k Ñ 8, so it is a heavy-tailed distribution without finite β-th moment. Throughout, the following random closed set R β in F 0 pE 0 q plays a fundamental role for the Karlin random fields
where tU i u iPN are i.i.d. random elements from E 0 with the law µ E0 independent from Q β introduced before. We have the following.
where the right-hand side is a Poisson point process
Here, P R β is the induced probability measure on F 0 pE 0 q by R β in (2.4).
Proof. Consider the number of points of r R j in E 0 , denoted by
Then, (2.2) has the same representation as
Clearly, tpr η α,j , r Q j qu jPN is a Poisson point process on Rzt0uˆN 0 with N 0 " N Y t0u. Notice that given r Q j , r R j is a union of r Q j of i.i.d. random elements from E 0 with respect to law µ E0 . In view of this and (2.4), it suffices to show, letting P Q β denote the probability measure on N induced by Q β ,
n Rzt0uˆN Ă Rzt0uˆN 0 (so on the left-hand side those j such that r Q j ą 0 are not involved). By thinning property, tpr η α,j , r Q j qu jPN: r Qj ą0 is again a Poisson point process, with the intensity measure on Rzt0uˆN again as a product measure, say for some r µ on N,
It remains to verify r µ " 2 1´β µ β pE 0 qP Q β directly. Namely,
Γpk´βq Γpk`1q " 2 1´β µ β pE 0 qPpQ β " kq, for all k P N.
In the last step above we read the probability mass function of the Sibuya distribution (2.3). This proves (2.7) and hence the desired result.
Let P N prq ,`d enote the induced probability measure of N prq (as a random closed set) restricted to F 0 pE 0 q; in particular P N prq ,`i s a sub-probability measure for all r ą 0 (i.e. P N prq ,`p F 0 pE 0ă 1). We have essentially proved the following.
as a probability measure on F 0 pE 0 q. Applying Lemma 2.1 to (2.6), we obtain immediately a representation for Karlin stable set-indexed processes. Introduce
where tpη α,j , R β,j qu jPN are as in (2.5), with each η α,j representing a two-sided jump of the Karlin stable set-indexed process. This can be also represented as a marked Poisson point process (e.g. Remark A.1).
Theorem 2.4. With the notation above, we have
Remark 2.5. The representation (2.9) for A " tr0, tsu tPr0,1s was implicit in [9] , where the Karlin max-stable random sup-measures were introduced and the Sibuya distribution plays a crucial role there. The representation (2.9) could be derived from there by the association between stable and max-stable processes [15] .
Remark 2.6. We present the equivalent stochastic-integral representations for ξ α,β in general and when restricted to A 0 , respectively. The series representation (2.2) is equivalent to
where pΩ 1 , F 1 , P 1 q is another probability space, on which N 1prq is a Poisson point process on pE, Eq with intensity measure rµ, r ą 0, and M α is an SαS random measure on R`ˆΩ 1 with control measure c β r´β´1drdP 1 . See another representation in [11, Remark 3.2] . Restricted to E 0 and A 0 , our new representation has the stochastic-integral equivalence
where pΩ 1 , F 1 , P 1 q is another probability space, on which R 1 β pωq is a random element in E 0 with the same law as R β , and Ă M α is an SαS random measure on Ω 1 with control measure 2 1´β µ β pE 0 q¨P 1 .
The constant C α in (2.1) is needed to relate the series representation (2.2) and the integral representation (2.10) [29, Theorem 3.10.1], and in addition c β in (2.1) is chosen so that E exp piθξ α,β pAqq " exp`´µ β pAq|θ| α˘, α P p0, 2q, leading eventually to (1.1) with c " 1 for fractional Lévy-Chentsov stable fields [11] .
Note that integral representations (2.11) extend to the case α " 2, corresponding to set-indexed fractional Brownian motions with Hurst index H " β{2 P p0, 1q [13] . These are centered Gaussian processes, denoted by tB β{2 µ pAqu APA0 , with (2.12)
Remark 2.8. A stronger result, including a decomposition of set-indexed fractional Brownian motions, was already proved in [11, Section 3.3] . We include a different proof here, and we shall need the computation (2.13) below later. Note that our covariance formula differs from the one in [11, Section 3.3] by a factor of 2. This is because therein for a streamlined presentation we took the convention that the characteristic function for a stochastic integral is E exppiθ
We shall use the identity (2.8) instead of using the representation (2.4) involving Q β . Namely,
We first compute the probability in the integrand. By discussing the even/odd cardinalities of A 1 zA 2 , A 2 zA 1 , A 1 X A 2 , we see that it is the same as
With ş 8 0 βr´β´1p1´e´a r qdr " a β Γp1´βq for a ą 0, the above becomes then
We now see that Y 2,β and B β{2 µ share the same covariance function. This completes the proof.
2.2.
A general simulation framework. The framework of Asmussen and Rosiński [1] applies to tY α,β pAqu APA0 as follows. Given ą 0, we write
α,β pAq as the sum of the large-jump and the small-jump parts of the original process given by
respectively. The large-jump part has a compound-Poisson representation
where N α, is a Poisson random variable with parameter 2 1´β µ β pE 0 qC α ´α and tV α, ,j u jPN are i.i.d. symmetric random variables with probability density function α pα{2q|y|´α´11 t|y|ą u , tR β,j u jPN are i.i.d. copies of R β , and all random variables are independent.
For the small-jump part, one can show the following.
where tB β{2 µ pAqu APA0 is the set-indexed fractional Brownian motion [13] with the covariance function (2.12).
Proof. The result follows from Proposition A.2 and Lemma 2.7. Now we look into implementation issues. For our examples, we always identify a set of indices T (a subset of R d or S d ) to tA t u tPT Ă A 0 , and write simply from now on tY α,β ptqu tPT " tY α,β pA t qu tPT , and similarly for the large-jump and small-jump parts. Now the above discussions suggest that the approximated process (in distribution) in simulation is
While the large-jump part is compound Poisson and the approximated small-jump part is Gaussian, and both classes of stochastic processes in principle have exact simulation methods, computational issues arise quickly if one examines more closely.
For the large-jump part, clearly it suffices to sample the odd-occupancy vector
with a finite index lattice T " tt 1 , . . . , t n u in practice. A straightforward algorithm is the following.
Algorithm 1.
(1) Generate a Sibuya random variable Q β .
In order to sample Q β here, we recall a nice expression due to Sibuya [31] . Namely, with G 1 , G β and G 1´β being three independent standard Gamma random variables with parameters 1, β and 1´β, respectively, we have
where the second term on the right-hand side is understood as a Poisson random variable with a random parameter. So in practice we could first sample the random parameter Λ " G 1 G 1´β {G β and then a Poisson random variable with parameter Λ, and add one to the sampled value at the end. However, one should realize quickly that this algorithm is not computationally efficient, as the Sibuya distribution does not have finite β-th moment [26] . This could become quite cumbersome in practice as from time to time Q β may be hundreds of thousands, while the resolution n in T n is at most a few hundreds. It turns out that for Karlin stable processes and multiparameter fractional stable processes, one can exploit further the structure of A 0 and sample D directly and much more efficiently, without sampling Q β .
Remark 2.10. In practice one should decide also what value of makes a good approximation in (2.16). One may choose the value according to the Berry-Essen bound on the Gaussian approximation (see Remark A.4), which for the marginal distribution in this case becomes (taking pS, mq " pΩ 1 , 2 1´β µ β pE 0 q¨P 1 q and f t pω 1 q " D t pω 1 q " 1 t|R 1 β pω 1 qXAt| oddu as such that with respect to P 1 D 1 t is a copy of D t before)
where we used
In Figure 2 , the values of " α such that
is plotted, along with C α , σ pαq and n α, :" C α ´α , for α P p0, 2q. Note that n α, " EN α, {p2 1´β µ β pE 0and tells roughly (the terms depending on β is dropped for simple comparison) how many independent copies are needed for the large-jump part (2.15) .
From the plot we see that, first, the small-jump part is far from negligible for α close to 2. Second, for α ă 1 the gain of approximating small-jump part is very limited, while the cost of simulating the large-jump part is huge. This is not surprising as it is well known that when α ă 1 the series representation is absolutely summable, and the magnitudes of small jumps decay as Opj´1 {α q. Therefore, in practice we choose not to apply the small-jump approximation for α ă 1. See examples in Figure 1 for α " 0.5, where we set " 10´4. Remark 2.11. Another numerical issue that we encountered in implementing Algorithm 1 is that, due to the fact that Λ " G 1 G 1´β {G β is heavy-tailed, occasionally sampling Λ returns a very huge number that forbids the computation to continue (e.g. in Python on a 64-bit platform, an integer value is no bigger than 2 63´1 ; the parameter of Poisson of Λ can easily go beyond this order during say 1000 i.i.d. sampling when β ă 0.2). One way to go around this issue is to set up a threshold, say λ 0 , and use PoissonpΛ^λ 0 q instead of PoissonpΛq in Algorithm 1. Then, the probability that the threshold is exceeded at least once (and hence the simulation is only an approximation) is bounded by Pp Ť Nα, i"1 tΛ i ą λ 0 uq ď EN α, PpΛ ą λ 0 q. For the small-jump part, the by-default method of applying the Cholesky decomposition to a covariance matrix of size nˆn is computationally infeasible for high dimensions (with complexity Opn 3 q, and R 2 -or S 2 -indexed processes a reasonable resolution requires n to be at least 200 2 ). Here, we are in a fortunate situation that in a few cases, the set-indexed fractional Brownian motions are known examples of which the fast and exact simulation method has been known. The only exception is the case when it is a multiparameter fractional Brownian motion, for which we develop a fast approximation method. The simulation methods are summarized in Table 1 .
In the next section we provide details for simulations for a few examples. Table  1 is a summary on where improvement can be made regarding simulation efficiency.
Examples
Recall that we work with Karlin stable set-indexed processes tY α,β pA t qu tPT in (2.9), with a measure space pE, E, µq and tA t u tPT Ă E. The four examples summarized in Table 1 are worked out below one by one.
3.1. Karlin stable processes. This example corresponds to the choice of pE, E, µq " pr0, 1s, Bpr0, 1sq, Lebq, E 0 " r0, 1s, and tA t u tPr0,1s " tr0, tsu tPr0,1s .
The large-jump part. In this case, we introduce an algorithm that improves significantly the efficiency of Algorithm 1 when simulating the odd-occupancy vectors, thanks to the structure of tA t u tPr0,1s . Note that in simulation we only need to work with an index set T " tt 1 , . . . , t n u with 0 ď t 1 ă¨¨¨ă t n ď 1. Let N Λ β be a Table 1 . Summary of simulation methods for examples in Section 3. The column 'E' indicates the underlying space pE, Eq. The column 'D' indicates whether the odd-occupancy vector can be sampled in an efficient way without sampling the entire R β . The last column indicates the set-indexed fractional Brownian motion that approximates the small-jump part, and the corresponding simulation method. Acronyms used below are, fLCsf: fractional Lévy-Chenstov stable field; mfsf: multiparameter fractional stable field; (m/s)fBm: (multiparameter/spherical) fractional Brownian motion, fLBf: fractional Lévy-Brownian field, CEM: circulant embedding method; IEM: intrinsic embedding method.
Sec.
Example
Poisson random variable with a random parameter Λ β :" G 1 G 1´β {G β , where G 1 , G β and G 1´β are as in (2.17) . We introduce this time
where tU i u iPN are i.i.d. uniform random variables over p0, 1q independent from N Λ β . Let U be another uniform random variable independent from tU i u iPN . Define Then, the Sibuya identity (2.17) says that N Λ β`1 d " Q β , and hence (3.2) tD ti u i"1,...,n d " tM i mod 2u i"1,...,n .
The advantage of this representation is that the random vector M " pM 1 , . . . , M n q, or essentially B " pB 1 , . . . , B n q, can be simulated as a collection of conditionally independent Bernoulli random variables, and hence with linear complexity in n without sampling the heavy-tailed N Λ β (see Remark 3.2 below), thanks to the following simple fact.
Lemma 3.1. With the notations above, given Λ β , tB i u i"1,...,n are conditionally independent Bernoulli random variables with parameters
Proof. Given Λ β , r R β is the collection of all points of a Poisson point process on p0, 1q with intensity Λ β . Then by independent scattering, we have that tB i u i"1,...,n are conditionally independent since tpt i´1 , t i su i"1,...,n are disjoint. The corresponding parameter of each follows from the fact that, for a Poisson random variable Z with parameter λ ą 0, PpZ oddq " p1´e´2 λ q{2. Below is a summary of our improved algorithm for simulating D.
Algorithm 2.
( as a fixed number for comparison, we see that this requires ř Nα, i"1 Q β,i¨n number of iterations to sample the large-jump part, with tQ β,i u iPN being i.i.d. copies of Q β . By the central limit theorem, we know that N´1 {β α, ř Nα, i"1 Q β,i has, for ą 0 very small, approximately the totally skewed β-stable distribution (without finite β-th moment), say Z β . So roughly Algorithm 1 has a complexity of order Z β¨N 1{β α, ¨n. On the other hand, Algorithm 2 has a complexity of order N α, ¨n, which is much lower.
The small-jump part. In this case, simulating small-jump part is straightforward, as the set-indexed fractional Brownian motion is tB β{2 µ pr0, tsqu tě0 " tB β{2 ptqu tě0 the fractional Brownian motion with Hurst index β{2 P p0, 1{2q, of which the covariance function is
It is well known that fractional Brownian motions can be simulated in an exact and efficient manner by the circulant embedding method (e.g. [6, 25, 35] ).
Simulations. In Figure 3 , we provide a few simulation results for the odd-occupancy vector. In Figure 4 , we provide a few simulation results for the Karlin stable processes. The simulations are over a lattice ti{nu i"0,...,n with n " 1000.
3.2.
Multiparameter fractional stable fields. In this case, we take (3.4) pE, E, µq " pr0, 1s, Bpr0, 1sq, Lebq, E 0 " r0, 1s, and tA t u tPr0,1s " tr0, tsu tPr0,1s .
(In this section, ra, bs " ra 1 , b 1 sˆra 2 , b 2 s for a " pa 1 , a 2 q, b " pb 1 , b 2 q P R 2 .) The large-jump part. Again, tA t u tPr0,1s 2 has a nice structure that we can exploit to obtain an efficient algorithm for sampling D as in Algorithm 2. We only present a brief summary below as the proof is the same. This time the index lattice T is given by
Again we assume t prq i is increasing in i for r " 1, 2. This time we want to sample in law the vector D " tD i,j u i,j"1,...,n with
Let Λ β be as before (see (2.17) ). This time introduce tB i,j u i,j"1,...,n as conditionally independent Bernoulli random variables, given Λ β , with parameters
with the convention t prq 0 " 0, r " 1, 2. Let U be another independent uniform random vector in p0, 1q. Then, with
by the same argument as in Lemma 3.1 we have that (3.7) tD i,j u i,j"1,...,n d " tM i,j mod 2u i,j"1,...,n .
In summary, we use the following algorithm to sample the odd-occupancy vector D of the multiparameter fractional stable fields. Algorithm 3. The small-jump part. it turns out that the set-indexed process tB β{2 µ pr0, tsqu tPR 2 " tB β{2 ptqu tě0 becomes the multiparameter fractional Brownian motion [14] with covariance function CovpB β{2 psq, B β{2 ptqq " 1 2`µ β pr0, ssq`µ β pr0, tsq´µ β pr0, ss∆r0, ts"
This random field does not have stationary increments, and we are not aware of any exact sampling method that works efficiently with this covariance function. Instead, we propose to apply the following aggregation approximation for simulating the small-jump part. The general idea of aggregation approximation is, instead of applying the deterministic Cholesky decomposition of the given covariance matrix Σ, to find an easy-to-simulate random vector (D here) so that Σ " EpD 1t Dq (here D 1t is the transpose of D 1 , an independent copy of D). Below, recall that in this section we identify A 0 " tA t u tPr0,1s . We also keep the factor µpE 0 q below, although for set-indexed fractional Brownian motion (3.4), µpE 0 q " 1. .15). Then we have
, with B β{2 determined by (2.12).
Proof. By multivariate central limit theorem, it suffices to compute to the asymptotic covariance of the left hand side of (3.8). That is, for s, t P r0, 1s,
We have seen this computation in (2.14).
Since |D t | ď 1, we have an Berry-Essen upper bound as 3.3{ ? m [3, Theorem 3.4]. Applying the standard Berry-Essen bound for sum of i.i.d. centered random variables with unit variance [17] , we have (recall (2.18)) Simulations. Figure 5 provides a few simulations of the odd-occupancy vectors. Figure 6 provides a few simulations for the multiparameter fractional stable fields. The random field is sampled over a 300ˆ300 lattice. For the small-jump part we take m " 2500 in Proposition 3.3 in view of the Berry-Essen bound (3.9) (so that m´1 {2 " 2%).
Fractional Lévy-Chentsov stable fields.
In this case, we take pE, E, µq "`S 1ˆR`, BpS 1ˆR`q , dsdr˘, where dsdr is the product measure of the uniform measure ds on S 1 and the Lebesgue measure dr on R`, and A t :" ps, rq : s P S 1 , 0 ă r ă xs, ty
representing the set of all hyperplanes that separate the origin o and t of R 2 (this is the same setup for the classical Lévy-Chentsov stable fields; see [29] and [11, Example 2.5]; in particular, µpA t q " }t}). In this case, tB β{2 µ pA t qu tPR 2 " tB β{2 ptqu tPR 2 becomes a fractional Lévy Brownian field on R 2 , a centered Gaussian random field with covariance function
Note that µ " dsdr is not even a finite measure on S 1ˆR`. But in practice we may restrict to E 0 " S 1ˆr 0, ? 2s with tA t u tPr0,1s , with µpE 0 q " ? 2¨2π. (Actually, one could further restrict to pr0, πs Y r3π{2, 2πqqr 0, 1s Ă E 0 to gain some extra computational efficiency.)
The large-jump part. The nice lattice structure of tA t u in the previous two examples is lost here, and it seems that we have to reply on Algorithm 1 to sample the largejump part, which is computationally inefficient.
The small-jump part. It is well known that the intrinsic embedding method by Stein [32] can be applied to simulate exactly and efficiently the fractional Lévy Brownian fields. Simulations. Figure 7 provides a few simulations for the odd-occupancy vectors for the fractional Lévy-Chentsov stable fields. Figure 8 where ds is the Lebesgue measure on the unit sphere S 2 in R 3 , and
where o P S 2 is the fixed north pole, and H x is the hemisphere of S 2 determined by x. The spherical fractional Lévy-Chentsov stable field, denoted by tY α,β pxqu xPS 2 " tY α,β pA x qu tPS 2 , can be obtained by (3.10)
The random field t r Y α,β pxqu xPS 2 is again a special case of Karlin stable set-indexed processes. In addition, it is rotationally stationary (a.k.a. strongly isotropic), and the discussions below are for r Y α,β instead of Y α,β .
The large-jump part. We rely on Algorithm 1 to simulate the large-jump part.
The small-jump part. An advantage of working with r Y α,β instead of Y α,β is that now, Proposition 2.9 says that the small-jump part is approximated by a rotationally stationary spherical Gaussian field, denoted by t r B β{2 pxqu xPS 2 . Thanks to the rotational stationarity, such Gaussian random fields can be simulated fast and exactly by the circulant embedding method [5] . It remains to compute the covariance explicitly. In view of Proposition 2.9, r B β{2 is a set-indexed fractional Brownian motion with the same law as Y 2,2H pH x q (see (2.11) ), where H x is the hemisphere determined by x P S 2 and µ the Lebesgue measure on S 2 so that µpH x q " 2π and µpH x ∆H y q " 4dpx, yq. Therefore, we have Figure 9 . Simulations for odd-occupancy vectors for spherical fractional Lévy-Chentsov stable fields for different Q β . The plots in first row are the great circles corresponding to i.i.d. Q β points from the sphere, and the plots in the second row are the corresponding odd-occupancy vectors over a 300ˆ150 lattice in polar coordinates.
Simulations. Figure 9 provides a few simulations for the odd-occupancy vectors for spherical fractional Lévy-Chentsov fields. Figure 10 The framework here can be read from [4] where an essentially more general one for infinitely-divisible processes is explained in details. We only focus on a subclass of SαS processes, of which the task is significantly simplified (see Remark A.3). Namely, for some measurable space pS, Sq equipped with a finite measure m and a family of square integrable functions tf t u tPT on pS, mq, we are interested in simulating SαS processes defined as
Remark A.1. Alternatively, the above can be viewed as a Poisson point process with i.i.d. marks, with tη α,j u jPN " PPPpp1{2qC α mpSqα|y|´α´1dyq on Rzt0u and tW j u jPN as i.i.d. random elements in S with law mp¨q{mpSq, two families being independent. This representation is helpful for some analysis of the stable processes, but is not needed in our proofs.
The definition (A.1) has the following stochastic-integral representation
where M α is an SαS random measure on pS, Sq with control measure m [29, Corollary 3.10.4]. In general, the representations of stable processes, in particular the choices of pS, mq, are not unique, and a good choice may increase significantly the efficiency of simulation method. It is well known that, when α P p0, 2q, there are no exact simulation methods for most SαS processes. In the seminal work of Asmussen and Rosiński [1] , it was pointed out that in simulations, the SαS process should be decomposed into the large-jump and small-jump parts, and then the two parts could be simulated independently. Namely, let ą 0, in view of (A.1), the process tXptqu tPT can be written as the sum of two independent processes
Xptq " X ,1 ptq`X ,2 ptq, with X ,1 and X ,2 given by X ,1 ptq :" 8 ÿ n"1 η α,n f t pW n q1 tηα,ně u , and X ,2 ptq :" 8 ÿ n"1 η α,n f t pW n q1 tηα,nă u .
The two processes are referred as the large-jump and the small-jump parts, respectively from now on. For the large-jump part, thanks to our assumption that m is finite on pS, Sq, it is immediately seen that X ,1 has a compound-Poisson representation as
where N is a Poisson random variable with parameter C α mpSq ´α , W j are as before, V α, ,j has probability density p1{2q α α|y|´α´1, |y| ą , and all random variables are independent. An exact simulation of X ,1 in view of (A.3) is straightforward.
The small-jump part tX ,2 ptqu tPT is an infinitely-divisible process that can be approximated by a Gaussian process, as summarized in the following proposition. The proof is essentially the same as Asmussen and Rosiński [1, Theorem 2.1]; see also [20, Lemma 4.1] and [4, Proposition 5.1] . For the sake of completeness we include a proof here again. Let ν α pdxq denote the Lévy measure for standard SαS distribution ν α pdxq :"
where tGptqu tPS is a centered Gaussian process with covariance function
Tightness of the convergence of X ε,2 was also established in a few earlier investigated cases [1, 20] . Note that the Gaussian process G that arises in the limit shares the same form of integral representations as the original SαS process X, with the SαS random measure replaced by a Gaussian random measure (α " 2).
Remark A. 3 . Most examples of interest in [4, 19, 20] are such that S " R d equipped with the control measure m being the Lebesgue measure. Then, the large-jump part does not have compound-Poisson representation; it is known as a shot-noise model over R d in the literature [34] . Simulating of shot-noise models requires another approximation, with key ideas from [27] . On the other hand, the treatment for approximation the small-jump part remains the same for different choices of pS, mq. From this point of view, working with a generic pS, mq instead of pR d , Lebq as in earlier references does not bring new technical challenges in analysis immediately: choosing m to be finite on S even simplifies our task.
It is worth noting that the assumption on the finiteness on m is not essential, as one could also apply a change-of-measure trick to work with a different representation satisfying this property. The essential constraint here is the L 2 -integrability of the functions f t (after change of measure) that is needed for the Gaussian approximations of the small-jump part (for (A.1) to be a well defined SαS process it suffices to have f t P L α in general). Another notable example of SαS processes that fits into the framework presented here is the one recently introduced in [24] , where S takes a more abstract space than R d .
Proof of Proposition A.2. We start by providing some background on infinitelydivisble processes. As an infinitely-divisible process, by [ x |x| ď 1, 1 x ă 1, 1
x ě 1.
Then, X ,2 has the similar integral representation as (A.4) with M id α modified by replacing the Lévy measure ν α by the truncated measure 1 t|v|ă u ν α pdvq. Now we consider for d P N, t " pt 1 , . . . , t d q P T d and θ " pθ 1 , . . . , θ d q P R d , g θ,t psq :" In addition, for all y P R, |I α, pyq| ď y 2 {2 (since |e ix´1´i x| ď x 2 {2). Therefore by the dominate convergence theorem we have lim Ó0 E exp˜i ř d j"1 θ j X ,2 pt j q σ α p q¸" lim Now, we read the right-hand side as the the characteristic function of ř d j"1 θ j Gpt j q, which completes the proof.
So for the small-jump part, in practice we shall pick a small number ą 0 and apply the approximation tX ,2 ptqu tPT « tσ α p qGptqu tPT , for the corresponding Gaussian process in Proposition A.2. The replacement of small-jump part by a Gaussian process is crucial in view of numerical analysis. For example, for Lévy-driven stochastic differential equations, the performance of approximation schemes is much better with the Gaussian approximation than simply neglecting all the small jumps. See [10] and references therein for a detailed investigation.
Remark A.4. As in earlier results, one could also have an Berry-Essen bound on the pointwise approximation, thanks to [1, 
where C BE is the constant in standard Berry-Essen upper bound for partial sum of centered i.i.d. random variables with unit variance. The value C BE " 0.7975 was used in the aforementioned references, and this value has been improved to 0.4785 in [17] .
